CGI Regulatory and
Statistical Reporting

C

omplying with reporting requirements can be timeconsuming and costly. The more lines of business
and agency oversight you have, the greater the
burden on your staff and resources. Save time and money
by letting CGI take the burden of regulatory and statistical
reporting off your hands.
CGI’s Regulatory and Statistical Reporting Services offer an easy, costeffective alternative. By allowing CGI to handle all facets of your reporting, you
can concentrate on more strategic activities that grow your business.
OUR SOLUTION AND TEAM MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
CGI’s services are supported by our proven STATS system, which has been
designed specifically to meet the statistical and regulatory reporting
requirements of the property and casualty industry. The STATS system
formats data into statistical agent-required codes and records layouts for
balancing, editing and transmitting. CGI manages the entire process—from
receiving data to submitting the report to the agent. CGI also can handle
error processing on your behalf.
CGI’s statistical reporting team includes dedicated experts in stat agent
requirements. These experts analyze data thoroughly to ensure the correct
format and codes for each agent and work with you to proactively resolve
errors and prevent fines and fees. Averaging more than 25 years of
experience in insurance and stat reporting, they also offer suggestions for
continually improving the process, validating the accuracy of statistical
submissions and ensuring full regulatory compliance. Because our staff
members also serve on stat agent technical advisory committees, CGI and
our clients have a voice in reporting requirements and get advanced
knowledge of potential changes in the industry.
CGI’s Regulatory and Statistical Reporting Services have built a solid
foundation of partnership and trust with our clients. Our flexible approach
and deep experience enable us to take challenging problems off your hands.

A POWERFUL COMBINATION OF
AUTOMATION AND EXPERTISE
Using our sophisticated STATS system, CGI
handles reporting for all states and lines of
business, and all major stat agents,
including state data calls.
Our reporting staff averages 25+ years of
insurance experience and includes industry
experts in stat reporting.
KEY STAT AGENTS OFFERED











American Association of Insurance
Services (AAIS)
Independent Statistical Service (ISS)
Insurance Services Office (ISO),
including the Surety & Fidelity
Association of America (SFAA)
National Council on Compensation
Insurance (NCCI)
National Independent Statistical
Service (NISS)
California Reporting
Commonwealth Automobile Reinsurers
(CAR) of Massachusetts
Texas Reporting
State regulatory, including ad hoc data
calls
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BENEFITS OF OUR SERVICES
At CGI, we understand the insurance industry and the challenges of statistical
and regulatory reporting. As a company committed to the insurance sector, we
believe in developing and implementing the most sensible, cost-effective
solutions for our clients. Our Regulatory and Statistical Reporting Services are a
great example of how we find ways to help clients save time and money, while
avoiding frustration, with a unique combination of automation and people.
Our services deliver a variety of benefits, including:


Reliable, dependable, on-time reporting



Short implementation period with an experienced team



Proven insurance software and service levels



Expert circular and bulletin review



Capacity to handle all facets of statistical reporting.

A FULL RANGE OF SERVICES TO MEET ALL OF YOUR NEEDS
Our services have been specifically designed to handle all of your reporting
needs:


As part of maintaining our STATS system, our staff proactively reviews and
implements pertinent changes from all relevant circulars or bulletins.



We provide assistance for any statistical reporting issues, including direct
interaction with stat agents if needed to ensure compliance.



We manage processing for all personal and commercial lines of business
for all states, including running our STATS system and the appropriate preedit packages to ensure an accurate record layout and code compliance.



We handle balancing of premium and loss amounts.



Our team’s review helps eliminate errors discovered during processing to
ensure submission acceptance, thus reducing or eliminating fines.



We handle electronic data submission to ensure timely compliance, as well
as retention of statistical submission data files and reports.

ABOUT CGI
Founded in 1976, CGI is one of the the largest
IT and business process service providers in
the world with approximately 70,000
professionals. We help clients transform into
customer-centric digital enterprises through
high-end business and IT consulting, systems
integration and transformational outsourcing
services.
We combine this with a client proximity and
best-fit global delivery model. Our 40+ years of
insurance experience includes policy, claims,
and billing implementations across the globe.
With the development of innovative solutions
such as Ratabase®, the industry’s leading
rating and product configuration software, and
the annual processing of millions of
information product transactions, we manage
billions in premiums through our systems.
Our high-quality business consulting,
systems integration and managed services
help clients leverage current investments
while adopting new technology and business
strategies that achieve top and bottom line
results.
As a demonstration of our commitment, our
client satisfaction score consistently
measures higher than 9 out of 10.

CGI reports data to various departments of insurance, including, but not limited
to, the following:






IDI (Illinois Cost Containment)
Mass CAR (Commonwealth Auto Reinsurance)
California Reporting [CSS (Community Service Statement), SAL (Auto
Liability), SAP (Auto Physical Damage)]
Florida Reporting (Hurricane Cat Fund)
Automobile Liability Insurance Reporting via ISO/Verisk CV-ALIR

For more information about CGI, visit
www.cgi.com, or email us at
info@cgi.com.
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